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Abstract 

Various sites associated with the operation of Portkil Battery during WW I near Kilcreggan 

were surveyed as part of North Clyde Archaeological Society ‘Military Project’. They were 

principally associated with the landward defence of the Battery and include the camp for 

operators and landward look out stations known as blockhouses. The Project demonstrated 

that the camp and most of the landward sites were never completed as per the War 

Department plans which are available and were not occupied by the military. A second 

project undertaken within the camp area to find ‘stone coffins’ found in 1815 are reported 

separately. 

Introduction 

Between the years 1852 and 1900 numerous reports had been commissioned regarding the 

need for the defence of the Clyde. In 1900 construction of Portkil Battery commenced with 

contractors building the site. Details of all this survive in architect’s drawings and costings 

for the work. The battery was eventually disarmed in 1928 (Belk archives, Cove Library). 

Portkil Battery was built prior to WW I, for the coastal defence of the upper Clyde estuary, 

the site was updated for enhanced defence during WW I with the installation of four heavy 

guns; two 4.7” and two 6”. The installations also included search light positions to illuminate 

the area between the southern tip of Rosneath Peninsula and Greenock, where a similar 

installation was also built at Fort Matilda. The opposing sites gave an overlap in both fire and 

illumination cover of the Clyde. 

A local historian; Tony Belk from Kilcreggan, has produced comprehensive research 

including photographs and WD plans on both Portkil and Port Matilda and this is available 

for study at Cove library. The folder is titled PORTKIL 2016. The project reported here 

overlaps only slightly with that work, but it produces much new data not previously given. A 

set of incredibly detailed architect’s drawings survive of the installations within the military 

boundary (Fig 3), including the buildings, most of which still exist, the gun positions, 

searchlights buildings and facilities, these are not considered here. A second set of drawings, 

or sketches, set out the camp area and those sites further inland, presumably as landward 

defence of the guns, they are given in this report. 
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Rosneath Peninsula (Fig’s 1 - 3) is located between the Gareloch and Loch Long in Argyll 

and has a long military history dating from the late 19
th

 century to the present day; with 

Britain’s nuclear deterrent in the form of submarines being based in the Gareloch and 

armaments for them stored on the Peninsula at Coulport.  

Fortunately, Portkil Battery was never used in earnest, but the surviving remains are still 

among the best preserved of their type in Scotland. 

The North Clyde Archaeological Society (NCAS) are engaged in a project to survey all 

military remains in their area of interest, and Historic Environment Scotland (HES) are also 

engaged in a similar project based on the Clyde, but with a larger geographic remit. The two 

organisations compliment one another’s work in this field while co-operating where and 

when possible. Indeed, NCAS have been kindly supplied with WD map data and further 

relevant information from HES. 

 The particular aspect of the NCAS project in this report covers part of the installations at 

Portkil Point where a camp was created to serve the outstations of Portkil Battery, where a 

series of positions known as ‘Blockhouses’ with trenches and other facilities were made, the 

purpose of which is presently not well understood. However, part of NCAS work is to open 

exploratory trenches on some outlying sites to clarify their true nature, this will be reported 

separately. 

 

Fig 1. Location map. 
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Fig 2. Rosneath Peninsula. Fig 3. Rosneath Peninsula. 

 

Blockhouse locations. Figs 5 -.  

Five ‘Positions’ were created on various hills 

overlooking the southern coast of the Peninsula, 

these were meant to provide a landward defence of 

the main gun site while acting as watch stations 

with views of the upper Clyde estuary. 

Each Position had two ‘Blockhouses’, an ‘Officers 

hut’, latrines and sections of trenches. Apparently, 

each Position was connected directly by telephone 

to the main installation at Portkil where all the 

facilities for the Battery were constructed, a further 

telephone line connected the headquarters to 

Kilcreggan Post office (Fig 5). 

HES supplied NCAS with four plans (GIS 1-4) of 

the landward sites, these are 6” to the mile OS 

maps which have been annotated by the WD 

showing their installations (or intended 

installations? See below). 

Fig 4. Area shown in red = original WD boundary fence, Area in Black = Camp 

location. 

The original plans are housed at Kew Records Office in London. The four plans are camera 

shots of the originals.  

The WD plans are reproduced here in cropped form to concentrate on the installations. 

GIS 1 (Fig’s 6 & 7) shows the layout of the Portkil Battery facilities at the lower east end of 

the gun site and has been over stamped with “Clyde Defences Portkil Record plan of field 

defences erected on mobilization 1914-15-16” It also gives the Gallow Hill Position. 

GIS 2 shows the entire installations (at a smaller scale) and is inscribed “Military area No 

13, Portkil & Kilcreggan” and “Field defences surveyed by Mr E King C.D. copied by 

2
nd

 cpl Murchison RE(T)”. 
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GIS 3 (Fig 5) appears to be a close up of GIS 2. 

GIS 4 shows Positions 1,2 and 3, with part of the guns location. 

 

Fig 5. GIS 3 showing the entire installation, with WD legends. 

Each site has been inspected by the writer and the following visible aspects are reported 

below: 

Survey results 

Each Location will be dealt with in turn, some aspects of the depictions on the WD maps 

have been located while others cannot be found, perhaps because of their ephemeral nature if 

timber huts were used – or, and it seems more likely, that they were never built. Earthworks 

which seem to correspond to Blockhouse positions are given here while other features not 

recorded on the WD maps have been located, although presently assumed to be part of the 

military installations, this is yet to be established. 
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Fig 6. GIS 1. Fig 7. Close up of GIS 1. 

Position No 1. Fig’s 5 & 8. 

Position No 1 is located on the summit of Aiden Hill (centred NS 2350 8120, 153m OD) and 

which has commanding views of the Clyde to the SW, S and SE. GIS 1 shows ‘Blockhouses 

1 & 2, No 2 being on the summit of the hill and No 1 located slightly lower to the SE. Two 

sets of ‘trenches’ are given; one to the south and the other to the NW. It would appear that a 

single ‘officers hut’ was shared between Position 1 and 2 as only one is given, slightly nearer 

to position No 2. 

Visible remains 

NS 23482 81127. Lying immediately on the east side of the boundary fence, an amorphous 

hummocky bank 14m long and on an E/W alignment, with a gully on the upslope north side, 

excellent views to the south. The location lies at a break of slope upwards and with a slightly 

sloping terrace in front, it appears as a small linear rock quarry with irregular up cast in front, 

however it may be the position of a former military trench. 

NS 23545 81111. Lying just east of the above, a feature of similar appearance and size.  

NS 23526 81159. Two grassy mounds, slightly offset, the larger one being c6m x 3m x 0.5m 

high. A shallow gully lies between them. 

NS 23508 81183. On the summit of Aiden Hill and corresponding to the No 2 Blockhouse 

position as given of GIS 3, there is a straight linear escarpment 30m in total length, although 

at the northern end a c7m diameter circular platform appears to terminate the feature, and a 

hollow gap lies between the two aspects of the site and which may have been an entrance. 

The bank spreads to 2m and is >1m high, it lies immediately on the west side of the boundary 

fence and runs parallel with it. Nothing is obvious on the other side of the fence where the 

ground is heavily infested by rush growth, the linear feature may be the product of levelling 

the summit.  
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NS 23362 81360. A berm, c24m long with a 0.5m high bank and platform of >3m wide, the 

feature is more pronounced at its northern end. It lies on sloping ground but a more severe 

break of slope down lies some 10m in front of it. 

NS 23401 81369. An oval setting of rounded rocks c1.5m long. It appears as a small cairn 

like feature.   

  

  

Fig 8. Showing Positions 1 – 3. 

Position No 2. Fig’s 5 & 8. 

Position No 2 is positioned on an unnamed summit immediately north of Aiden Hill and west 

of Lindowan Reservoir (which existed at the time of the sites) centred (NS 2360 8150, 150m 

OD) and which has views of the Clyde only to the SW and SE.  

Visible remains. 

NS 23650 81577. A prominent grass covered circular and level platform of 6m diameter with 

scarps spreading 2m and >0.5m high, occasional stone appear in the scarps. There is a 

possible gap in the circuit on the upper east side. This location conforms with that of 

Blockhouse No 3 on the WD map. 

NS 23709 81597. Stone setting c2m in diameter.  
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NS 23583 81616 - NS 23599 81635. A possible trench position c25m long seen as a faint 

gully but with no up-cast and inter-visible with the Blockhouse position No 3 (above).  

 

Mounded platform NS 23646 81575 158m OD 

Approximately 50m to the west of the northerly (unnamed) summit of Aiden Hill there is a 

circular mounded structure. The feature appears to be made entirely with turf/soil and is 10m 

in diameter by up to 1m high, it is seen as a bank enclosing a level area, the internal side of 

the bank is only about 0.2m high. On the SE and NW sides are breaks in the circuit of the 

bank and that to the SE could be mistaken as an entrance, however they are more likely to be 

associated with erosion, possibly the results of cattle mauling. There is no stone visible or 

detectable by probing. The feature lies on a slope down from the summit. This location 

accords with the position of No 3 Blockhouse. 

 

Position No 3.  Fig’s 5 & 8.  

Position No 3 is located at another unnamed summit, this time to the east of Lindowan 

reservoir (centred NS 2430 8150, 150-159m OD) and which has views of the Clyde to the S 

and the Gareloch on the east.  

Visible remains. 

NS 24396 81705. Stone setting, lying on an unnamed heather topped summit, circular and 

1.25m in external diameter, it has one outlying stone seemingly pointing to the east, the 

interior when probed is shown to have some form of stone paving (or bedrock) immediately 

below the moss surface.  

NS 24404 81700. Only 10m south of the stone setting (above) there is a distinctive pit 

surrounded by a mossy bank. The pit has a solid base only 0.25m below water and the bank is 

0.5m high. In other circumstances this is what is portrayed by a vertically descending mortar 

shell burst, but that may be unlikely here (see discussion below). 

NS 24538 81603  140m OD 

On the east facing flank of Toman Dubh and just below the plateau summit of the hill, there 

are what appear to be military slit trenches. One long trench at the above NGR curves round 

the hill side for about 100m, the trench is still neatly cut among mature heather and the upcast 

has been thrown on the downward side of the gully. Nearer the summit there is a shorter 

length of trench now occupied by a mature rhododendron bush. What appear to be military 

‘fox holes’ can be detected in the area, these may be aspects of more modern army training in 

the area.  

 

Stone setting  NS 23402 81368 140m OD 

Lying about 50 m west of the possible cairn (above) there is an isolated patch of stones. The 

features measures c1.5m roughly square and is composed of a few boulders up to 0.4m in 

size, set earth fast in the grassy area, they appear to form a kerb and are no more than 0.3m 

high.  

 

 

Enclosure  NS 24393 81330 150m OD 

On the southern flank of Toman Dubh, only just below the summit there, and in the corner of 

the Millbrae Plantation with an unnamed plantation on the east side Lindowan Reservoir, 
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there is a grassy bank enclosure. The feature is slightly ‘pear’ shaped and measures 12m by 

12m overall with stone free banks being 3m wide by 0.75m high on the external sides and 

0.5m high within.  The interior slopes down gently to a gap of 3m wide on the lower and 

southern side, this clearly is an entrance. The bank on the upper side is straighter than curved 

as is the rest of the feature. Immediately on the west side there is a hollow area up to 5m long 

by only 1.5m wide, it has a short stony bank nearest the larger enclosure, the rest of the 

feature is seen as being cut into the ground. Between the enclosure and the unnamed 

plantation there are a further two mound like areas which when probed indicate that no stone 

is present, these may be natural features. This site accords well with Blockhouse No 6 at 

Position No 3. 

Position No 4.  Fig 9. 

Position No 4 is positioned between Toman Dubh and an unnamed summit on the east side of 

the B833 (centred NS 2500 8150,100m and 78m OD) and which has a view of the Clyde to 

the south and the Gareloch on the east.  

Visible remains. 

NS 25131 81399. Lying just below a break of slope down from the summit of the hill there is 

a circular enclosure measuring c12m in diameter, grassy banks spread to about 4m and 0.75m 

high on the lower side. The c4m interior is about 0.5m deep and there appears to be a gap in 

the bank circuit on the upper side. The location is infested with rush growth. The location 

accords well with that of ‘Blockhouse’ No 8 as given on WD plans. 

Between NS 25186 81470 and NS 25186 81452 there is a straight length of bank and ditch 

which runs diagonally across the hill slope. The c2m by 0.5m deep ditch and the c3m by 

0.5m high bank which is clearly upcast on the lower side faces down towards the road 

leading up from Rosneath. A search for the trench given on the WD plan for the same area 

failed to locate it. 

NS 25160 81413. A possible pit measuring 3m by 2m by 0.5m deep. WC location? 

Running across the SE flank of the hill there is what appears to be a ditched trackway, it 

varies only slightly in appearance along its route, being a 3m raised baulk with ditches or 

gullies on each side seen as >2m wide by 0.5m deep. It begins at the roadside NS 2500 8130, 

runs straight to the fence line at NS 25085 81351, continues up the slope to the summit at NS 

25106 81390 where it appears to ‘tail out’. It re-emerges at NS 25109 81405 and curves to 

NS 25119 81439, continues curving at NS 25139 81462 and terminates at an acute angle NS 

25172 81481 where it drops downhill for about 5m, being near the NE terminal of the ditch 

and bank given above. 

Below the trackway? There is a curving gully starting at NS 25215 81463 – NS 25230 81457 

and terminating at NS 25149 81471, the lower part of it is very pronounced. 

Note: it is possible that the ‘trackway’ and gully have no contextual relationship with the 

enclosure and possible trench. 
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Fig 9. Showing Position No 4. 

Position No 5.  Fig 10. 

Position No 5 is positioned around the summit of Gallow Hill (centred NS 2580 8130, 128m 

OD) and which has commanding views down the Clyde to the south, to Gareloch and up the 

Clyde on the east side. 

 

Fig 10. Showing Position No 5. Note the trenches shown around No 10 blockhouse. 
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Visible remains. 

NS 25728 81132. A concrete marker (Pl 1) set into the ground has WD and other illegible 

characters. 

NS 25731 81140. A sunken area of 5m square with rocks along the three edges cut into the 

land surface, on the east side the area tails onto the hill top surface. This appears to conform 

to either Blockhouse No 10, or, the ‘officers hut’ as given on the WD sketch. However, the 

prominent arrangement of trenches around the Blockhouse are not evident on the ground. 

There are nevertheless various small rectangular pits like military ‘foxholes’ around the east 

side of the summit. 

A prominent track (Pl 3) leads up the northern side of the summit, it stretches between NS 

25682 81190 straight to NS 25712 81192, bends to NS 25724 81186 and curves to NS 25736 

81171, where it terminates. At its most pronounced part it is seen as a double break of slope 

with a 2m wide track cut into the hill side. 

  

Pl 2. Showing the WD marker. Pl 3. Showing footpath to summit. 

 

A subtle grassy bank of only about 0.2m high by c1m wide runs up the slope of the summit 

between NS 25729 81167 to NS 25729 81144 terminating near the blockhouse given above. 

On the summit of the hill there is a 2m diameter by 0.4m cairn consisting of a few loose 

stones, evidently of fairly modern origin. 

Centred at NS 25632 81136 and on a lower terrace below and to the west of the summit, there 

are the well-preserved remains of what is evidently Blockhouse No 9, which is given as a 

circular feature on the WD sketch plans.  

The feature is basically a double circular bank surrounded by an oval ditch and with a fairly 

level and featureless interior of c6m diameter. Both the banks and the ditch are intermittent 

but there is a gap through all on the south side which has been a sloping entrance. The 

external ditch measures >2m wide by 0.5m deep, it forms an oval 21m by 18m, and on the 

west side the ground drops 3m to where the ditch disappears. From this low point the ground 

rises and around each side to become level with the interior on the east side. The internal 

banks are only about 0.4m high and >1m wide, there are some gaps at c 2m intervals around 

the inside bank and other very subtle low points, they may have been the positions of cross 

beams to hold the timber structure of the blockhouse, although that is speculative, however, if 
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so, the banks would have supported the structure. The central area must be bedrock below the 

grass. 

 

Pl 4. Showing site of Blockhouse No 9. Seen from north. 

 

Fig 11. Blockhouse No 9. 
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Discussion. Position No 5. 

It is clear that the prominent trench arrangement shown around Blockhouse No 10 on the WD 

plan, was never executed, since the hill summit is bedrock and such a feature would 

undoubtedly leave at least a shadow of its presence. There are however several small pit like 

and other irregular sunken features around the summit which may have been ‘foxhole’ type 

trenches. It is also abundantly clear that Blockhouse No 10 has been built on a square space 

while Blockhouse No 9 has been created in a circular space, as seen on most WD plans. The 

differences in shapes of Blockhouses as given by WD and those identified on the ground is 

not understood, but from the WD drawings it seems a blockhouse was a square structure built 

within an arced or circular enclosure. The terminology as used by the WD appears to be 

generic as far as function goes, if not necessarily design. 

The following three sites are as given on the 1923 and modern OS maps (Fig’s 12 & 13). 

  
Fig 12. OS 1965 showing water features. Fig 13. OS survey 1914  

 

Cistern  Pl 5.  NS 25903 81266 100m OD 

To the NE of the summit of Gallow Hill and north of an antenna complex, there is a water 

cistern measuring 14m by 5.6m overall, it is covered with a semi-circular corrugated roof 

supported on 50mm angle iron and braced with steel rods. The concrete walls are 300mm 

thick but only 160mm thick and 1.7m high at the domed ends (above the tank and below the 

roof). Centrally placed on each end wall is a door or window measuring 1m high by 0.75m 

wide, each has a wooden frame. A steel wall mounted ladder leads down into the tank at the 

eastern end from the access door. Internally at the opposite (uphill) end there are three 

separated tanks each 1.5m square, one has a 150mm cast iron pipe supply it at the external 

ground level. The tanks of indeterminable depth are all water filled. It is given on OS maps as 

“filtering house”. 

 

Cistern Pl 6.  NS 25891 81222 110m OD 

Lying only 6m from the sandstone well head building described above there is a small water 

cistern measuring 2.5m by 1.6m and 0.5m above ground level. A 0.5m square manhole has 

covered part of the concrete cistern while the central area has been open, although half the 

other end is covered and half open. It has water of an unknown depth. It is given on OS maps 

as “well”.  
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Pl 5. Showing filter tank on Gallow Hill.  

 

 

 
Pl 6. Small cistern. Pl 7. Gallow Hill reservoir. 

 

 

Dammed reservoir. Pl 7.  NS 2575 8130  115m OD 

To the NE of the summit of Gallow Hill and north of an antenna complex, there is a concrete 

dammed pond. The concrete wall of the dam is c 60m long as a continuous bend and it has a 

20m long by >3m wide concrete berm centred in front (also shown on OS 1923).  

The three sites above are given here in case they are associated with Portkil Battery. 

Portkil Point Camp installation 

Introduction 

The part of the project given in this section of the report concerns the buildings and other 

features on the northern side of the WD boundary fence at the lower end of Portkil Road 

which leads up to the various features of the battery including the gun locations and 

ammunitions stores, no part of those principal features which survive in remarkable condition 
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are considered here, since other documentation and research on them are available elsewhere 

(Belk, 2016 ibid). 

The area surveyed by the Society is currently and entirely scrub woodland with mature trees, 

bounded on the SW side by parts of the original WD fence, consisting of spiked rails, 

described on WD plans as “ 5’6” steel palisading”, and on all other sides by plough 

encroachment scarps of the surrounding field. A prominent break of slope exists at the SE 

edge of the area but it is not known if this is a manmade or a natural topographic feature of 

the landscape, but early OS maps does show a similar break of slope there. However, a 

separate project by the Society to locate a site given on the 1
st
 Ed OS maps as “Stone Coffins 

Found” may help to explain it. The entire site slopes upwards to the NW from the beach 

where there is an old stone jetty (below).  

Features such as parts of concrete floors, one brick building and concrete pillars were visible 

prior to the survey, however, the natural regeneration of trees and shrubs obscured much of 

the site and collapsed trees threatened the brick building. Some of this woodland has been 

cleared to allow better visibility, enhanced site safety and the preservation of the brick 

building and the concrete floors. 

Limited clearance of some floors gave details of the buildings, at least at ground level, 

allowing for better interpretations to be made of them. It became evident that a large part of 

the site where buildings once existed has been incorporated into the arable field. 

The building layouts and details were done by tape offset and a measured buildings survey, 

and drawn at various scales, a full photographic record was also made of all visible details. 

The original WD boundary iron fence runs intermittently down the SW side of the complex 

and now acts as a domestic boundary fence for the houses there, which are also original WD 

buildings. 

The camp buildings shown on the WD plan of the site were mostly located, excepting for the 

series of long buildings which are suspected of being raised on the concrete pillars, however, 

the present work shows that many of the buildings were not all built as given on the WD plan 

and it is likely that some of the long (barrack?) buildings were never built. 

Survey Results 

Building A 

A rectangular building measuring in total 12.8m by 6.6m and built as a platform, the 

downslope side of which is 1m high while the upper side is level with ground. An entrance 

door step, 1.3m long lies 2.6m from the north-eastern corner on the long wall which had a 

timber wall frame of 0.1m thick bolted down to the concrete, a bolt survives on each side of 

the entrance and a further one is at the corner, on other walls the bolts are spaced c 2m apart. 

The vertical timbers for the walls were embedded into the concrete at c 3m intervals and one 

each at the corner. Inside the doorway an open semi-circular drain runs across the entrance 

and along the edge of the internal floor, it measures 150mm wide by 50mm deep. A 

corresponding drain appears to run the entire length of the opposite wall and it has been 

discharged through two copper pipes which protrude from the wall face 3.5m from the 

corners. 
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Set 2m in from the corner on the south-eastern side is a 6” fireclay drain pipe flush with the 

floor surface, this pipe similarly discharges through the long southern wall. Beside the drain 

is an iron water pipe. Both these pipes are set in a levelled 1m square plinth the lower side of 

which is 25mm high, presumably the floor surface slopes from the centre of the room towards 

the drains along each long wall. At the south-western end of the building identical drain pipes 

are visible for both the open drain and the fireclay pipe drain, although the water pipe is 

absent. 

The timber walls of this building are different from all others in as much as they have been 

raised above the floor surface on a bevelled kerb arrangement (see section Fig --) and the 

uprights have been embedded into the concrete walls below the floor level, presumably to 

prevent wood rot.        

Building B 

The building as seen, is similar to ‘A’ in as much as being built on the slope the lower side is 

raised by 1m while the upper side is at ground level. In total, it measures 17m by 12.4 and is 

‘L‘ shaped, however it is given as three separated buildings on the WD plan (see below), and 

is labelled “cookhouse”. 

The larger part measures 9.4m by 8.7 m and around the elevated parts of the exterior the 

timber wall uprights have been embedded into the sides of the concrete platform, the timbers 

were flush with the wall face and ran down the entire height of the extant platform walls on 

the south and west sides where four posts on each side were spaced at c 3m apart. Around the 

entire perimeter, the walls, both external and internal have been built on the rough surface of 

the concrete platform, and then all the floors have been screeded against and around the 

walls. On the northern side there appears to be a projecting entrance with a porch, a level 

platform measuring 1.1m by 0.9m has corner posts of 75mm square, surrounded on the 

external sides by a bevelled plinth 0.35m broad. The large internal expanse of the floor was 

not explored due to tree growth there, consequently no internal details were recovered. 

On the westerly side are two smaller areas of concrete flooring, and with wall positions 

between them and the larger floor area all defined, in some parts showing corrugated sheeting 

was used as a cladding. A doorway between the larger floor and the one on the south-western 

side was evident and a connecting doorway between the two smaller floor surfaces also was 

noted. Two further external entrances were evident; both for the smaller northern chamber, in 

each case the external wall line terminated while the floor surfaces extended to the exterior 

line of the buildings.  

The southerly chamber measured 6.2m by 3.2m and at each end had cast iron drain pipes 

crossing the wall lines towards three indents in the floors which are interpreted as sink 

supports and drains. On the westerly side the extant drain pipe drops down the wall face and 

goes through a concrete slab which has six radiating grooves of only 25mm half round, cast 

into its surface. This external feature has a water pipe rising through it and has been 

surrounded by a brick wall of indeterminate height, however it is clearly a drainage area 

which discharges directly into an adjacent manhole also built with bricks, two fireclay drain 

pipes lead in and out of the manhole in a straight line and the lower one runs perfectly clear 

when hose tested. When found, the manhole was covered by a much-corroded copper plate. 

The other end of the building had only a fireclay drain pipe to facilitate the iron drain there. 
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The chamber was entered by a centrally positioned 1m wide doorway, between it and the 

other small room to the north. 

The northerly of the two smaller floor surfaces measured 8m by 5.6m, it similarly had an iron 

drain leading to a suspected sink position, identical to the chamber described above, however 

the external arrangement of drains etc. could not be tested because of a tree growing there. 

However, the external 1.7m wide entrance to this room was adjacent the brick surrounded 

drainage area already described. At the northerly corner was another brick manhole which 

had two fireclay pipes coming in at right angles to one another, the manhole cover survived 

here and was a concrete slab of 0.5m square with a 100mm diameter ring handle. 

Interestingly, both the manhole and cast iron drain flowed freely when hose pipe tested, but 

neither ran into the lower manhole indicating a separate drainage system for them. On the 

northerly exterior wall and adjacent the larger floor area was the 1.2m wide second external 

entrance to this smaller chamber, it had a cobbled surface leading away from it. An internal 

wall ran in from the entrance side but a large tree grows in a space in the concrete floor there 

obscuring any further detail. However, an internal 1m wide doorway connected this room to 

the larger floor area. A water pipe about 1m from the external doorway presumably entered 

the larger building. 

The WD plan shows three separated buildings forming the cookhouse, but the evidence on 

the ground shows that it was three conjoined chambers with two access doorways between 

them and three external entrances; one for the larger area and two leading into one of the 

smaller chambers.         

Building C 

The only surviving partially upstanding building is at the northern end of ‘C’. It is built with 

‘Walkingshaw’ bricks as far as may be seen, and has a concrete floor only 50mm thick. The 

double brick walls of the small chamber, 4m by 1.8m, stand to a maximum of 4m high, built 

in the style of ‘Scottish Bond’, but with four rows of stretchers (not five) and a single row of 

headers above. A single entrance and two formerly metal framed windows, the position of a 

stove or boiler with chimney flue and a brick internal position show the layout when in use.  

The door has been 0.9m wide and 2.1m high set within timber door frames dooked into the 

walls. Both windows are 1.2m high and 0.9m above the floor. Each had a metal frame 

cemented to the opening; the frontal one having twelve glass panes set 3 wide by 4 high, the 

rear window had sixteen panes set 4 by 4. The window panes were 5” by 10” (125mm x 

250mm). 

The internal single brick partition (coal bunker?) separates an area of 1.6m by 0.75m. 

The chimney has been connected to the room by a pipe as is shown in the matrix of the wall, 

the flue is 0.25m square and has been built partially within the room. 

Three log holes are set in both long walls 2.8m from the floor and which connect indicating 

that an upper floor or platform roof existed, old iron pipes survive in each long wall and 

within the room at a high level someone has carved the initials WM on a brick. 

A connecting extension to the brick building measures 19.5m by 5.4m in total, the concrete 

floor of which is 0.3m above the ground level beside the doorway of the brick room. This has 
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been a timber building which connected to the brick structure by two beams inserted into the 

corners at 2.6m above the concrete floor of the extension.  

The survey of half of this building indicates it was a twenty-person shower block with two 

opposing entrances 1m wide and set centrally in the long walls. Along each wall were ten 

concrete troughs 0.8m by 0.7m by 0.2m deep, each with a drain hole which discharged 

through the wall foundation into an external open trough, a drain grill was located centrally in 

the troughs of which there were two on each side of the doorways. Set against the troughs 

was a line of concrete containing four bolts on each side of the entrances and upon which 

timber wall plates had been bolted, positions for four vertical beams could also be seen on 

this wall foundation. Against the concrete wall base a sloping face of concrete had been 

shuttered to allow rain water to shed from the wall into the drain, the wall was presumably 

corrugated sheeting, although no evidence was seen for that.  

The doorstep which abutted each trough had a groove along its length and a further curved 

groove connecting, clearly designed to drain any water emanating from the concrete floor 

within the building. Inside, the individual shower spaces were separated by timber posts 

which probably formed division walls between the showers, giving a space of 0.8m wide.  

The shower troughs, the wall base and the sloping exterior concrete were all shuttered on top 

of the concrete floor while the doorstep and the external drain channel had been made 

separately.  

Discussion 

The overall building is evidently a twenty-person shower block with facilities for heating 

water inside the brick building and probably with storage tanks at high level in the same 

structure. The internal wall is most likely for coal storage, of which much dross abounds 

around the immediate area (but not within the building). The roof was probably of asbestos 

tiles as fragments lie about the area. It may be that this was the only building not built with 

timber for the obvious reason of fire safety.  

Like all other buildings on the site it appears that timber was used in the construction of the 

shower block. The main framing timber was 100mm square and was bolted to the concrete 

foundation but only connected to the brick building by two ties into the corners, it is likely 

that the external cladding was corrugate iron sheeting overlapping onto the external drain 

gullies.  

This is one of the buildings not described on the WD plan. 

Building D 

The rectangular foundation measures 12.7m by 3.6m. About 50% of the level concrete floor 

was uncovered to reveal a few details of the building which included two drains and two 

water stand pipes at one end. The floor had two half round gullies measuring 150mm by 

50mm deep and running almost the entire length of the building, being terminated within the 

gable wall line but running directly into the drains at the other end.  

As with other buildings the vertical uprights for the walls had been built before the floor 

screed was against them, however, after the floor was laid, each pole had a cemented pyramid 

around it possibly indicating a need to keep the bases of the wall framing dry. The floor 
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surface extended outside the wall line by 100mm and four uprights were at each end with 

only three along each of the long walls. 

The two floor drainage channels ran directly to grilled drain sumps at the westerly end, each 

of these positions had a water pipe emerging from the ground. When the drains were hose 

tested they ran freely.                                                                                                                                                        

This is one of the buildings not described on the WD plan. 

 

 

Building E 

This building is given on the WD plan as “Kelvin engine” and a concrete base measuring 

1.3m by 0.8m and 0.2m high and has two ¾” threaded bolts set on its upper surface, is 

interpreted as the engine mount. The plinth is surrounded by a very poorly preserved concrete 

floor surface measuring 3.6m by 3.2m, the engine mount being slightly off centre. A gap in 

the floor is leading from the plinth to the external side is interpreted as being a cable channel. 

On one side is a drain composed of a sump made with bricks within which is a 3” cast iron 

drain pipe, while cleaning the area down the drain still works perfectly, a short surface 

channel on the floor leads to it.  

Kelvin engines were popularly used for electrical generators, pumps and compressors, 

examples can still be seen; e.g. Sumburgh Head Lighthouse in Shetland, where they were 

used to power fog horns. The business of Kelvin Engines is still in existence in Glasgow. 

Building F 

A concrete floor measuring 4m by 4.6m and up to 0.3m above the ground, appears to be a 

standalone structure, the edges of the concrete show that corrugated iron sheets were once 

cemented into the floor, once again indicating the timber structure was made before the floor, 

and in this case showing that internal walls were clad in metal sheeting. A small chamber or 

cupboard measuring 1.2m by 1.4m and entered by an internal door was in one corner, a 

narrow drain gully, 50mm by 50mm deep ran straight through the doorway from the main 

chamber. A fan like arrangement of similar drain slots but of differing lengths ran towards a 

common point where they discharged into a fire clay pipe leading away from the building.    

Building G 

A concrete platform measuring 6.6m by 2.7m and 0.8m high at the lower side, and running 

parallel with ‘F’ with a gap of 1.5m between them, also has a concrete extension of at least 

5m to the NW but which has been disturbed at its edges. Between ‘F’ and ‘G’ there is a wall 

alignment forming a courtyard between the buildings which does not appear to have a 

concrete floor. The walls were built on a concrete platform and then the otherwise featureless 

floor was laid inside. 

Buildings F and G are given on the WD plan as “guardhouse” but the WD plan and the 

current survey do not concur. The position of a further building marked “store” on the WD 

plan and uphill from the two described above now lies within the cultivated zone of the field. 

Lying adjacent the northern side of G, a 2.5m long by 1.9m wide stretch of well-made level 
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paving was made with a worn step up of 0.4m from the terminal of Road No 3. It clearly was 

created against the pre-existing building ‘G’ and is presumed to run the entire length of 

Building G. It is designated Road No 8. 

Building H 

The structure here as atypical of the site in as much as it is a rectangular pile of boulders with 

defined edges, some of which have pieces of dressed sandstone, clearly taken from another 

building. It forms a platform of 5m by 4m and 0.5mm high, two mature trees estimated as 

being circa 100 years old are growing on it. At this stage in the project it is suspected that 

some feature of importance may have been delineated for protection from the military works, 

possibly the site marked on the 1
st
 Ed OS map as “Stone coffins found”, and which will be 

investigated and reported by NCAS as a separate project. The location under discussion is 

however not the spot given on OS maps or the NGR cited in the National Records of 

Scotland, that is a short distance away and fortunately lying in clear ground. Hopefully this 

matter will be resolved in due course by NCAS. 

Building I 

The building is given on the WD plan as “Oil store”. It measures 7.3m square in total, 

however the internal level floor surface is 6m square. Walls of 100mm thickness have been 

clad on the outside by corrugated sheeting as is evident in the matrix left in the surrounding 

concrete slab which has a centrally positioned rounded groove of 100mm by 50mm deep on 

the three upper sides of the building, the groove runs continuously around the three sides and 

flows efficiently downhill being uninterrupted by the entrance which was 1.5m wide. The 

walls have been built firstly and simply positioned on the prepared ground surface with no 

provision to protect them from damp or rot. The internal floor and the external drain were 

then created against the walls. In front of the entrance a patch of beach cobble stones had 

been neatly and compactly laid, how far this feature extends is unknown. Two surviving steel 

flat bars of 50mm wide and each having two bolts holes survive; one at the entrance and the 

other on a corner, indicating the timber framing was anchored by this method. Two patches 

of bitumen on the floor are considered a spillage rather than deliberate coverings. One corner 

of the flooring has been robbed out and only part of the area was stripped to allow for the full 

dimension of the building to be retrieved. 

Building J 

This building is given on the WD plan as “latrines”. The building measures 13.7 by 7m 

overall. Running along each long wall and the westerly wall is an open half round drain 

which is 100mm wide, however at the easterly wall where each drain terminates about 0.2m 

from the outside, they are only 50mm deep, the channels become progressively deeper as 

they run towards a fireclay drain pipe at the south westerly corner, where the drain on the 

long wall is now 100mm deep and the other one on the short wall is 200mm deep. Running 

centrally along the floor surface are another two channels, similarly terminating at the 

easterly end and only 50mm deep there. Presumably these become deeper as they progress 

towards the westerly end wall where they also presumably discharge into the open drain 

there. The channels may have served a double line of sinks for hand washing. 

Also along each long wall, are a series of recessed 25mm deep U shaped areas in the floor, 

each measuring 0.6m long by 0.3m wide and having a curved internal side, they are set 0.5m 
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apart. The features lie directly against the drains and are assumed to be urinal positions which 

discharge into the drains. If the recessed areas are consistently placed along each long wall 

there will be fifteen on each side, however the entrance to the building which is not known 

may have reduced the number on the northerly long wall.  

The roof and wall supports were 75 and 100 mm timbers rising from the ground surface 

below the concrete floor, the floor having been screeded around the pre-existing timber 

uprights. The perimeter uprights were 75mm square and were situated between each urinal 

position making at least seventeen along each long wall and possibly six along the end walls. 

However, the roof supports were 100mm square and appear to have been set at the same 

intervals along the floor in two lines.  

The site appears to have been made as a beach gravel platform, the timber uprights for the 

building installed on the gravel, and then the floor and drains formed by concrete around the 

wall and roof supports.   

Building K 

Given on the WD plan immediately downhill from the latrines is another building and what 

may be a yard is depicted, it is unnamed.  

Pillars 

The concrete pillars around the site measure 0.6m square and are up to 1.5m in height, 

however some displaced examples show that originally some were as much as 2m high from 

their submerged bases. Those shown in red on Fig – are in situ while the others are strewn 

around. They originally formed lines of six pillars and of which the lower line survives, they 

were ranged between the two sets of buildings (this survey) in a grid pattern and spaced up to 

4m apart. It can be seen that flat top pillars were cast in boxes made with planks the topmost 

surfaces being level along each line running SW/NE. Then timber beams of 60mm thickness 

were placed along them in line and on top, and cemented up to form a dome cover of each 

column, holding the beams in place. Some of the pillars show they were ‘ends’ as the cement 

encompassed the ends of the beams while those between show that the beams ran straight 

through, the present slots being continuous.  

The WD plan shows ten long buildings, all apparently, the same size ranged in a line up 

through the site and extending into the area now returned into arable field.  

 A problem with this is that the WD plan appears to show these huts as being c28m long and 

c4m wide, however the single surviving complete line of support pillars is 33m long between 

the two end pillars. Therefore, it is likely that the huts would have been at least as long as the 

pillar line. Similarly, the position of the extant in situ concrete pillars does not match a 

reconstruction of where the individual long huts stood, relative to the existing building floors. 

If a single hut was built on a double line of pillars (2 x 6of), the present configuration of in 

situ pillars makes little sense. Clearly the huts were built on floors laid over the long beams 

running across the pillars, cross joists must have been laid over the longitudinal beams. It is 

possibly but seems unlikely that the entire area of the long huts was floored, giving elevated 

walkways between the huts, this would mean that the positions of pillars would not have to 

relate to individual huts, however, the ground slopes upwards and the pillars, while level on 

an SW/NE alignment (the line of the huts), are not level on the NW/SE alignment. 
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If each hut was supported on its own pillars; two lines of twelve, then a total of 120 columns 

must originally been installed for the ten long huts which are described, slightly illegibly on 

the WD plan as “soldier’s hutment”? 

Disturbed areas and dumps 

Recent mechanical? Excavations have taken place around some trees near ‘G’ and several 

areas of dumped rubble are located on the opposite side of ‘F’ and ‘G’. It is also known that 

the present configuration of the ploughed field edge between ‘A’ and ‘G’ has been re-shaped, 

cutting off part of the original site and where many more concrete pillars probably existed. A 

pile of old manure lies at the SE corner of the site. The scarp at the lower end of the site is up 

to 2m high, how much of this break of slope is natural or manmade is yet to be determined. 

Roads in the NW quadrant of the camp area. 

Two areas of stone scatter (X & Y) were investigated in case they had any bearing of the 

‘Stone Coffins’ recorded on the OS map. Clearly, recent disturbance had taken place around 

some trees, but there was no direct indication that the stone areas were the product of that 

activity, however, excavation later showed that the stone piles were the result of WD roads 

being disturbed.  

Parts of cobbled roads of differing styles of construction were exposed while searching for 

evidence of the ‘Stone Coffins’ which are marked on OS maps. After the roads were initially 

discovered, minimal excavation was done to establish their courses and details. Trench 

positions and shapes were sometimes dictated by trees. 

Five distinct road builds were shown to exist, numbered 1-5 on Fig--. Each road was lain on 

the uppermost till, any soil having been removed in advance. 

Road No 1 was 2m wide and was kerbed on each side with slightly raised, rounded beach 

boulders. The remainder of the road was built with similar but mostly smaller stones laid as 

rough cobbling. Beach gravel was then compacted over the stone surface filling the 

interstices and to a depth of about 75mm above the stones, this upper surface applied to the 

other roads also. Four trenches established the northern end of the road where it abutted a 3m 

wide road running at a right angle and towards the camp building ‘F‘ (guardhouse). Stones 

seen protruding from the ground in alignment with the 2m wide section indicated it was a 

least 20m long, but it probably runs all the way to the other side of the camp at the southern 

side, it similarly may continue uphill and past the former barrack huts. 

Road No 2 was also 2m wide and similarly built, its entire length was established. It was 15m 

long and turned at a right angle for a further 16m terminating at the concrete building ‘G’. 

This road was discovered while working on the stone piles and it was shown that the two 

areas of stone had been disturbed from the road, obviously by machine excavating, however, 

when, why and by whom it was done has not been established. Both piles of stone were 

shown to have been dumped over the road areas, and some parts of the road surface had been 

dug out during the process. The point where the road abutted the concrete building, also had 

the raised kerbing stones against the concrete, and at this point the road was expanded to 3m 

wide. 

Road No 3 was clearly of a different construction technique and character, having used sharp 

edged stones, most likely from a quarried source. It was 2.5m wide and curved around and 
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over the corner of the road just described, thus phasing this road to after the other one. It was 

obvious that the road was built from each side inwards by laying the stones, which were 

flatter, at a 45
0
 angle and overlapping one another towards the centre. The edging stones were 

slightly raised to form a crude kerb, and the whole was covered over with beach gravel.  

When vegetation had died back within the woodlands very subtle cambered roads were 

suspected to run parallel with the concrete pillars, a trench and a sondage proved this to be 

correct and Roads No’s 4 & 5 were identified. These are assumed to have run alongside each 

of the long barrack? Buildings but are not given on the WD map of the site. 

During the resumption of searching for the coffins, a sixth area of cobbled roadway was 

uncovered, however this one underlies road No 1 and therefore pre-dates it. It is again of a 

different construction style to the others, having at least some large kerb stones on one side, it 

is made with small beach derived cobbles forming an irregular surface.  

Throughout the surface is a scatter of quartz stones derived from the local conglomerate 

which is the underlying solid geology and found in quantity on the nearby beach. Whether 

their inclusion on the road surface is deliberate is uncertain as they may simply be co-

incidental and part of the overall makeup of the road. It is on the other hand possible that they 

were included deliberately as a visual aid during darkness hours, similar to Roman mosaic 

floors which helped define them at night, and also similar to modern street pavements where 

white chips are included in the tarmac surface, however, later excavation showed that these 

white stones lay within the entire matrix of the feature, and were therefore co-incidental, 

being merely beach pebbles gathered with the other stones of the feature. MORE ON THIS 

With reference to Fig --, the WD map or plan, roads are given which approximate with the 

ones exposed in this work. However, the WD plan is clearly different in terms of what was 

actually built. The curving road (No 3) may be assumed to be the one seen on WD plan and 

leading downhill at an angle to the blockhouse near the beach, but its bending position in 

reality is further north. 

This is even more convincing evidence that the WD plan was merely a sketch plan and was 

not followed faithfully by the camp builders. Similarly, the lowermost set of concrete pillars 

appears to have always been the last ones on that side of the camp, as the excavations which 

continued in the search for the coffins showed that foundations pits did not exist for others to 

the south. Therefore if that is correct then the lower two long buildings on the WD plan were 

not built. 

Stone drain serving Building F. 

During the search for the ‘stone coffins’ a poorly constructed stone drain was located and 

exposed for its entirety. The drain consisted of loosely built kerb stones covered in ill-fitting 

cap stones and infilled with smaller rocks and some gravel, the tunnel was about 150mm 

square in section and was entirely silted, the drain was cut down to the upper surface of the 

natural old beach gravel being a depth of about 0.5 deep below the surface of the ground and 

with only about 0.3m of covering above the uppermost stones. It clearly served Building F 

and ran from there downhill, where it was integrated in the edge of Road No 1 and adjacent 

the stone setting ‘H’, it then ran at an angle in open space until it cut through Road No 2 but 

continued straight under Road No 3. Road No 2 had therefore been in existence when the 

drain was installed, and the drain was not recovered by a road surface repair, Road No 3 had 
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been constructed over its alignment, therefore the phasing of the three features was easy to 

interpret.  

Old field drain. 

An old field drain was located (Fig--), it consisted of a 0.4 wide trench circa 1m deep and 

with two clay drain pipes laid side by side in the base. It was shown to underly Feature ‘H’, 

and roads No’s 2 and 3 and clearly pre-dates them all. It had no bearing on the military aspect 

of the site but had some significance for the enquiry into the ‘stone coffins’ (see Ward 2019).  

WD Boundary fence 

Parts of the original WD boundary fence survives, mostly along the present road leading up 

to the gun positions. It is an all metal railing with deadly sharp points and had some 

pedestrian gate positions in its circuit. It is described on one WD drawing as “5’6” steel 

palisading” and as “unclimbable fence”. The fence ran in a straight line from the base of the 

cliff below the guns to the beach nearer Kilcreggan, it resumes immediately at the top of the 

cliff. It is given on later OS maps, also given and still existing are WD boundary stones 

labelled WD – 1-7. No 1 being at the above beach location, No 2 along the present track to 

the cliff and No 6 is visible beside the surviving fence just above the site under discussion. 

Interestingly at that point, the fence deviates around an ancient now decayed tree stump. The 

tree must have carried some importance for the otherwise straight fence to go around it, the 

deviation is given on the 25” OS map published in 1916, along with the boundary stone No 6. 

A search was made for the other boundary stones with no success, but it is noted that No 7 

lay ‘off line’ from the actual fence which terminated at the beach.  

The camp area described above must have been planned after the very permanent steel 

boundary fence was installed, as the camp lies entirely out with its circuit. The camp is 

however shown on the WD plan as being enclosed by “entanglement”, presumably barbed 

wire coils and which ran down to the low tidal line on the beach.  

Pill Box 

Within the garden of the lower cottage [The Barn] is an almost perfectly preserved concrete 

pillbox. This was surveyed because of its proximity to the other buildings. 

It is six sided with exterior wall measurements of 6.4, 1.8, 5.2, 2.0, 2.8 and 2.6m respectively, 

the first wall faces the garden and has a double steel door, followed by a single wooden door 

and then plain walls, all of which have windows 0.9m by 0.2m in size and at the same height, 

running through the walls which are 0.3m thick. The windows are currently glazed with wire 

reinforced glass set in metal frames and these and the present doors are not original. The 

concrete roof was shuttered over four 6” steel H beams, now severely decayed.  

The date of this structure is uncertain as it was not included on the original plans for that part 

of the military installations. However, a “blockhouse” is given on the plan for the 

encampment area out with the formal steel fence, this feature is suspiciously D shaped, as is 

the present pill box. However, three other “blockhouses” are shown on the same plan, the last 

one being near the WD boundary stone No 6 and above the area under discussion. It may be 

that the present pill box dates to WW II and was built in the former blockhouse position. The 

author is therefore uncertain as to what period this structure belongs although it does seem to 

appear on the 1916 25” OS map.  
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Jetties 

Two jetties run down the beach on the SE side of the site, the northerly one is entirely made 

with large boulders up to c0.75cubic metres, and is 3m wide at the shore end, broadening out 

to 4m at low tide level. It runs straight for 50m and continues for another 15m as a single line 

of massive boulders. An iron fence post is embedded into a boulder near the shore. It is 

known from the 1
st
 Ed OS map of 1864 that this structure existed then and included a boat 

house, it therefore pre-dates all the military installations. The massive rocks used in the 

construction have been carefully locked together to form both edges and at the lower end 

further boulders have been layered on top, the infill between the edges is full of large 

boulders but there is no surface surviving to indicate how the jetty top was finished. A 

considerable effort was expended to manoeuvre these huge rocks into place, presumably done 

with mechanisation, perhaps by a steam shovel or crane?, such machines became available 

around 1850 for work on railways, if that theory is correct the pier must date to around that 

time, although the source of the boulders and the logistics of their transport to the site is not 

known  

The difference in beach level from the seaward side to the high-water line is 3.3m, however 

since the structure merely follows the beach contours down at approximately the same height 

of boulders of 1.2m at the highest point, the water level at any given point beside the stones 

during flood and ebb tides would not exceed this depth.  

The second jetty to the SE is built entirely with concrete and is 2.5m wide, it has a 12” 

(300mm) fireclay pipe running down its interior, at first this was thought of as a sewage pipe, 

but on a further visit the beach had been washed clear exposing a broken section of the pipe 

to reveal 6 steel wire armoured electrical cables running in it, they are 25mm in diameter as 

presently seen. A sample was cut from one cable to show it was a four-core rubber insulated 

copper cable of 7/029” (Imperial size) core size, equivalent to modern 2.5mm cable. The 

twisted cores were covered in jute tape and may have been colour coded, possibly with red on 

one core at least. Jute string made up the form of the cable interior, but whatever covering the 

cores had between them and the steel wire armour was totally missing, it was possibly lead, 

similarly the outer water proof covering was totally absent and therefore the cable interior 

was water damaged. It is assumed the other cables will be the same.  

The cables are thought to be associated with a mine boom which ran across the Clyde at this 

point, and date to the WW I period of activity (HES, pers comm). However, their circuitry 

and operation are not presently understood, although it is likely that they were signal cables 

to activate the mines which were strung in lines.  

The submarine mine field was a block measuring 2000 yards by 370 yards which ran from 

beside Portkil to the other side of the Clyde near Greenock, a clear channel of 380 yards 

allowed ships to pass between the mines and the south shore there. Photographs of submarine 

mines being prepared at Fort Blockhouse, Gosport can be found in the Tony Belk research 

files in Cove Library (Nat Archive Ref: WO 78/5183 and dated 1901), they are described as 

“Electro Contact Mines”. 

The jetty also has an iron fence post embedded at its upper end. The jetty runs straight for 

70m and stops abruptly at the low tide line. It has been built as double walls 0.25m thick and 

then capped with a concrete slab the same thickness, no boulders have been incorporated in 

the structure. The difference in height between the beach at the low tide and high tide lines is 
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4.4m, but like the old jetty, this also runs with the beach gradient and the water level beside 

any part of it which could be accessed by foot would never have been much more than 1m in 

depth. The difference in height from the top to the bottom of the incline is 3.7m.  

The jetty is not given on the WD Portkil plans – but on OS map evidence it was there in 1909 

(Fig --) when only the two (now houses) buildings and other areas were laid out, it is almost 

certain that it was built to facilitate the military installations there. Local opinion states that it 

was used in WW II as an embarkation point for American soldiers leaving for the D Day 

landings, and for wounded men returning from Normandy for convalescence in the Portkil 

Hospital, and presumably for Americans being repatriated for shipment back to the USA. The 

US military personnel arrived and departed for war duties in Britain via the Clyde on large 

liners including the two ‘Queens’.   

Between each of the jetties at low tide line there is a further square iron fence pole firmly 

embedded into the beach. The ground between the jetties is cleared of boulders, however on 

their other sides the beach is strewn with boulders of all sizes, these areas have never been 

cleared of larger rocks. 

WD Plans of 1914-16. 

The plans given as Figs – were kindly supplied by HES who are also investigating Clyde 

military sites, the plans are held at Kew Records Office, they are much of the stimulus for 

this part of NCAS Military Project.  

General layout of blockhouses. 

The features given on the WD sketch plan as ‘Blockhouses’ are shown as circular areas open 

on one side, two for each location beyond Portkil itself. This corresponds to some which have 

been located, perhaps the best preserved being No 9 in the former Gallowhill Plantation (Fig -

-). At the camp site the concrete pillbox, shown correctly in position and shape and beside the 

beach is thus described. Further up the road are three semi circular features; one of which is 

given as ‘Blockhouse’, at each location the perimeter fence bends around the sites. Out with 

the military boundary and along the cliff top to the west and shown on the south side of the 

drystane dyke (WD plan) is a further semi-circular feature which may be assumed to be 

another ‘Blockhouse’? The position is at NS 24732 80534, where there is the only space 

between the dyke and the cliff edge, being a c 20m diameter sloping promontory, field 

inspection found no evidence for any building here, and begs the question – was the feature 

built? The definition or description of ‘Blockhouses’ in the Portkil context is poorly 

understood, they are currently assumed to have been timber structures built within and 

embankment and ditch, but that description does not fit the pill box at the camp site! 

Camp area at Portkil Point. 

Regarding the construction of the of the camp buildings, apart from the brick structure; 

Building C shower block, it is clear that in most cases the timber components of the buildings 

complete with corrugated sheeting, were built either on gravel or concrete foundations, and 

then the internal floors screed was laid against the walls, this meant that vertical wall timbers 

would be subject to wet rot, especially in the case where open drains flowed either inside or 

outside the walls. The exceptions were Building A and B where the walls were bolted onto 

raised concrete plinths, keeping the timber work up from the floor surfaces. The floors 

themselves were superficial, being seldom more than 50mm thick concrete, laid either on 
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gravel surfaces or on crudely built concrete platforms. On that basis, it seems safe to 

conclude that the buildings were never perceived as being for long term occupation. The 

actual appearance of the buildings is uncertain and most likely they were composed of 

vertical walls rather than the curved Nissen hut types. There is no evidence for the 

appearance of the long barrack? Buildings which must have been suspended upon the 

concrete blocks. 

The outlines on Fig –, the WD plan of the camp area agrees for the most part with the current 

survey and existing buildings on the ground such as the road side houses and the pill box at 

the beach. However, in fine detail some discrepancy exists between the WD plan and the 

surviving remains (Fig--). The WD plan was merely drawn onto the pre-existing OS 6” map, 

probably from an original larger scale site plan, the exact measurements are probably slightly 

inaccurate as far as detail in the layout of individual buildings is concerned. Because the WD 

plan could not be scaled accurately to fit the present survey, a ‘best fit’ plan  (Fig --) is given 

here to show both the existing features and the missing elements such as the series of long 

huts. 

Several of the WD plan buildings are functionally named; Progressing from the lower area 

beside the fence line, ‘illegible’(=-), ‘latrines’(=-), ‘oil store’(=-), ‘kelvin engine –‘(=-), 

‘illegible’ (= D), unnamed (= C), ‘cook –‘[house?] (=B) and ‘illegible’ (=A). The main block 

of huts is ‘illegible hutment’, ‘guard house’ (=F/G) and ‘stores’, the latter being now 

incorporated within the field area and therefore removed entirely.  

The conclusion is that the WD plan is not accurately depicting the dimensions of the huts and 

perhaps not necessarily showing their exact layouts either, what was drawn is not necessarily 

what was built. 

Interestingly the pill box which is perfectly preserved beside the beach is named ‘blockhouse’ 

and shown as a building, while at the upper end of the site, semi circles indicate two other 

‘blockhouse’ and is given like those marked on the surrounding hills. This pillbox is depicted 

on the 25” OS map of 1916 along with the two surviving buildings above it, both are now 

houses with concrete foundations floors between them and in their gardens. The same map 

gives only the entire boundary fence line in addition to the two houses and pillbox, this may 

have been deliberate censorship?  

The remaining buildings on the WD plan are ‘canteen’, now gone, but where the present 

small factory is, ‘store’, ‘r e office’, two unnamed, ‘caretakers qrs’, which seems to be the 

hub of the overall installation with telephone lines leading to the hill sites, a tiny ‘workshop’ 

within ‘e l [electric light] engine rm [room] enclosure’ and finally ‘isolation hut’. The 

remaining features of the site on the beach (searchlights) and up the hill (guns) are not 

considered in this report. 

Discussion 

The appearance of the original Blockhouses is not presently known, nor indeed was their 

function. However, only at five, possibly six places out of the total of fifteen, can the actual 

positions be identified on the ground (excepting the pill box at Fort Road). They are circular 

embankments which seems to be what is depicted on the WD maps, possibly with trenches 

round them, though this latter aspect is not clear on the ground at some locations. The 

positions seen today appear to have an entrance or at least a gap in their circuit and while 
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some form a platform (e.g. Blockhouse No’s 2, 3, 8 & 9), No 6 looks more like an enclosure. 

The various blockhouse locations are not all inter visible with one another, at Position No 4, 

Blockhouse No 7 is shown in a gully and is unlikely to have been seen from any other 

blockhouse.  

For the most part, the earthworks which may be suspected as being trench positions would 

hardly be interpreted as such without the knowledge that trenches did exist in the area. The 

clear exception are the trenches at Position No 3 (north) which survive as deep and steep 

gullies and embankments. If these trenches have survived so well it is difficult to account for 

the ephemeral appearance of others on the same types of landscape with the same geology. 

Some would probably never aspire to the archaeological interpretation of military trenches 

based on their visible appearance only. It is highly unlikely that the formally shaped trenches 

depicted on the WD plan for Position No 5, Blockhouse No 10 (Fig --) were ever made. They 

would have to be rock cut on the summit of the hill and would almost certainly have left 

some traces. Hence the need to clarify by excavation the true nature of some. 

Regarding the small circular stone settings on the hill; the entire surface of the landscape 

under review is stone free, occasional rock faces are exposed on steeper parts of the hills. 

Some places have peat cover while most is a thin poorly drained soil profile. Visible stones 

are therefore absent for the most part and for these features must have been carried to their 

present positions. At first it was thought they may have been flagpole/staff positions, 

however, all appear to be more or less lying on bedrock. 

Officers hut and latrine positions were not found but their approximate locations are 

identified on the ground, some further work may be attempted on such locations. 

During the search for the ‘coffins’ within the camp, significant areas were excavated (c---m
2
) 

down to natural and in other parts large sections of the military roads were uncovered (c—

m
2
). Not a single item of militaria was found, one may have expected an odd button, badge or 

belt buckle to be lying around. Furthermore, only a handful of small sherds of crockery and 

glass were recovered from the entire work, this may be the product of old midden material 

being scattered on the field prior to any military activity in the area and, somewhat 

significantly for such a place where men were clearly active in construction of the camp, only 

one broken clay tobacco pipe bowl, but no stems were found! Because of the total absence of 

finds which could be associated with the camp construction or occupation, there is a strong 

suspicion that the camp may never have been completed or if it had, had not been used for 

any great period of time, it is therefore considered here to be the ‘camp that never was’. 

It is recorded (Belk, ibid) that in 28 October 1914 contractors were building wooden huts 

with corrugated roofs for men in the winter. 100 tons of timber were landed at Kilcreggan 

Pier for the work.  

On the 3
rd

 December 1919 there was a sale of army huts at Portkil. Prices varied between £70 

and £85 for them. The guardroom measured 91feet by 21feet and was purchased by Cove and 

Kilcreggan Post of the Comrades of the Great War, to be erected beside the bowling green. 

By 3
rd

 May 1922 it had not been re built and was sold on. Therefore, some buildings certainly 

existed as this and parts of the archaeology make clear. 

By June/July 1922 Units of the Argyll and Sutherland Highlanders camped at Portkil under 

canvas for training, by that time it seems the camp buildings had been dismantled. Four small 
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post holes as shown on fig – may have been used at that time. However their 3m spacing 

precluded them being for a fence and it is possible they formed a tethering line for horses, 

this is however speculative, although in one post hole a broken tumbler was found and in 

another a broken ginger beer bottle of Reids of Helensburgh was found, each appeared to 

have been dropped down holes after posts had been extracted. The bottle date would accord 

to the 1922 activity as described above. 

In conclusion the WD plans for the outlying installations and the camp site appear not to have 

been followed with precision. Too many anomalies have been identified in this survey to 

conclude that the drawings were followed faithfully by the engineers and builders on the 

ground. That is not the case regarding the installations of the guns, searchlights and facilities 

within the military boundary fence, as the extant buildings can still be compared exactly with 

the surviving architect’s drawings of them. 

Addenda 

The only other field remains noted were an old field boundary running between NS 23415 

81461 – NS 23448 81486 – NS 23469 81513, lying near WD Position No 2 and seen as low 

grassy bank c3m broad by 0.5m high.  

Running transversely across the SW face of Toman Dubh (centred NS 242 81) is a manmade 

mill lade leading from Lindowan reservoir all the way to the mill pond at Millbrae. The now 

dry gully can adopt the appearance of the much-eroded military trenches in parts of its route.  

On Gallow Hill (Position No 5) and to the NE of the summit there is a feature marked 

‘Fountain Head’ which is clearly associated with Rosneath Castle estate, now farmland and a 

caravan park. The dome shaped structure is built with quality dressed freestone around a core 

of brickwork and appears to have been an ornamental well, no doubt part of the places of 

interest for dignitary’s while perambulating the Rosneath Castle Estate, early OS maps show 

various tracks leading to the well and to the summit of Gallow Hill.  

Nearby is a large covered water storage tank, which presumably captures the same water 

source as the former well, The writer originally thought this must be a military installation 

and more likely to be associated with the WW II American Base No 2 at Rosneath (Royal 

2000), and possibly supplying the water to the base facilities which existed around the area of 

the present caravan park and in Green Island planation below. A small reservoir is 

constructed upslope from the tank and made with a concrete wall and further concrete and 

brick structures like manholes exist between the tank and dam.  

However, the farmer Mr Calderwood is of the opinion that the both the dam and the large 

storage tank were associated with Rosneath Castle Estate and not for the military (Mr 

Calderwood, pers comm). Certainly, the features are depicted on OS maps dating to 1923 

(surveyed 1914), therefore they were in existence before WW II, but also WW I. They are not 

shown on the 1
st
 Ed OS which was pre-concrete era anyway. Their nature still suggests a 

military function to this writer, given the nearby remains connected with Portkil Battery, 

further research is therefore required, but it is possible they were built for Portkil Camp prior 

to the outbreak of WW I. 
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